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Abstract: Bulk, solventless anionic ring-opening polymerization (AROP) of ε-caprolactam (CPL)
with high yields, without side products and with short reaction times, initiated by caprolactamate-
carbamoylcaprolactam initiating systems belong to green polymerization processes, leading to
poly(ε-caprolactam) (Polyamide 6, PA6, Nylon 6). However, the effect of post-polymerization
heat (i.e., slow, technically feasible cooling) on the fundamental characteristics of the resulting
polymers such as yield and molecular weight distributions (MWDs) have not been revealed thus far.
Significant post-polymerization effect was found by us in terms of both monomer conversions and
MWDs by carrying out CPL polymerization with industrial components under conditions mimicking
thermoplastic reaction transfer molding (T-RTM). Remarkably, higher monomer conversions and
molecular weights (MWs) were obtained for Polyamide 6 samples prepared without quenching
than that for the quenched polymers at the same reaction times. Independent of quenching or
non-quenching, Mn of the resulting polymers as a function of conversion fell in the theoretical line
of quasiliving AROP of CPL. At high monomer conversions, significant increase of the MW and
broadening of the MWDs occurred, indicating pronounced chain–chain coupling. These findings have
fundamental importance for designing processing conditions for in situ polymerization processes of
ε-caprolactam by various techniques such as T-RTM, reaction injection molding (RIM), and other
processing methods of Polyamide 6.

Keywords: ε-caprolactam (CPL); Polyamide 6; Nylon 6; anionic ring-opening polymerization (AROP);
sodium caprolactamate; hexamethylene-1,6-dicarbamoylcaprolactam; quasiliving polymerization;
post-polymerization effect; chain branching; chain-chain coupling; thermoplastic reaction transfer
molding (T-RTM)

1. Introduction

According to the major requirements of green chemical processes [1], the most efficient green
techniques do not use solvents and reach quantitative conversions without by-products, aside from
minimal energy consumption. Polymers with recycling possibilities [2,3] from renewable resources [4,5]
and with minimal or no waste [6] are among the recent approaches used to obtain such green polymer
products. Under certain conditions, the bulk (melt) anionic ring-opening polymerization (AROP) of
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ε-caprolactam (CPL) to prepare poly(ε-caprolactam) (PCPL, Polyamide 6, PA6, Nylon 6) can be a green
industrial process. This can be carried out without any side products and with nearly quantitative
yields [7–20]. Not only is the process is “green”, but the monomer, CPL, can be obtained from
renewable resources [21–24] and the product (Polyamide 6) can be recycled either by physical processes
or chemically (via depolymerization) to regenerate the ε-caprolactam starting material [25–27]. Since the
discovery of synthetic polyamides nine decades ago [28], these aspects make Polyamide 6 an attractive
material among this class of polymers both for academia and industry, generating continuous interest
and intensive research and developments.

The AROP of ε-caprolactam with a metal (e.g., sodium, potassium, magnesium) lactamate initiator
is a slow process with significant induction periods. However, if such initiators are used in conjunction
with activators such as carbamoylcaprolactams, the bulk (melt) polymerization of CPL leads to high,
near quantitative yields in a short time (min) at elevated temperatures (see e.g., [7–19] and references
therein). The resulting Polyamide 6 of these types of polymerizations is a unique member of the nylon
family with high strength-to-weight ratio, stiffness, elasticity, resilience, low friction, good chemical
and thermal stability, and durability, etc. [13–18,29–33]. These allow to use this polymer in a broad
range of products ranging from fibers to medical devices, membranes, construction materials, and
engineering plastics, mainly for automotive and aerospace applications, etc.

The usual processing of plastics including nylons takes place by the melting and subsequent
processing of preformed polymers by a variety of techniques such as extrusion, molding, calendering,
film forming, pressing, fiber forming, etc. Recently, polymerizations of suitable monomers in situ in
the mold have become the focus of polymer processing research and developments. Such processes are
called thermoplastic reaction transfer molding (T-RTM) and are performed in the presence of additives
such as reinforcing agents, fillers, and other compounds (e.g., flame retardants, stabilizers, colorants etc.).
The T-RTM of ε-caprolactam is widely investigated worldwide nowadays (see e.g., [7–16,34–39] and
references therein). However, despite the broad interest in the T-RTM processing of Polyamide 6 goods,
important characteristics of this process are still lacking. Usually, the conversion of the CPL monomer
and molecular weight distributions of the polymers obtained in such bulk polymerizations are not
determined at all in most cases. These are crucial parameters in relation to polymer properties, and
thus to processing and application possibilities.

Recently, due to the disadvantageous effect of moisture on CPL polymerization by the
caprolactamate–carbamoylcaprolactam initiating systems, Wendel et al. [9,10] investigated the effect
of water on CPL polymerization by the T-RTM method, and found that additional amounts of
initiator–activator combinations can compensate the undesired effect of water. Kang and coworkers [11]
attempted to determine the effect of the injection rate of the components of CPL of AROP to produce
carbon fiber reinforced Polyamide 6 composites, and reported high CPL yields under certain optimized
conditions. One of the drawbacks of these and other reports on T-RTM and other in situ polymerization
processes of molten CPL is related to the lack of information on the effect of additional heat present in
the processed Polyamide 6 materials while cooling slowly in open air after finishing the processing step.
The influence of such slow post-polymerization cooling on the monomer conversion and molecular
weight distribution (MWD) along with the average molecular weights has not been reported for
the polymerization of CPL thus far. Herein, we report on the effect of the post-polymerization heat
(i.e., slow cooling) with a comparison to immediate quenching on the major parameters (monomer
conversion, MWD, and average molecular weights) of Polyamide 6 prepared by bulk (melt) CPL
polymerization. Industrial components were used via a method mimicking the thermoplastic reaction
transfer molding (T-RTM) and other reaction injection molding (RIM) processes.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The ε-caprolactam (CPL) monomer (AP-NYLON®Caprolactam, Brüggemann Chemical,
Heilbronn, Germany) (Tm = 71 ◦C, Tb = 270 ◦C, 4.87 mPa·s viscosity at 100 ◦C) was dried under vacuum
at 35 ◦C overnight before use to reach a low moisture level in this compound. Sodium caprolactamate
(Tm = 64 ◦C) initiator (Brüggolen C10, 17–19% in CPL; Brüggemann Chemical, Heilbronn, Germany)
and the bifunctional hexamethylene-1,6-dicarbamoylcaprolactam (Tm = 77 ◦C) activator (Brüggolen
C20P, 17% in CPL, Brüggemann Chemical, Heilbronn, Germany) were also dried under vacuum at
35 ◦C overnight before the polymerization reaction.

2.2. Polymerization of ε-Caprolactam with and without Quenching

Poly(ε-caprolactam) (PA6) was synthesized by anionic ring-opening polymerization (AROP)
of CPL with 93.6/3.2/3.2 wt% CPL/C10/C20P ratios on the basis of our recent findings on optimal
polymerization conditions with these components [40]. In this process, C10 initiator (0.075 g) and a
half portion of CPL (1.1 g) (mixture A) were added in a glass vial, and this mixture was dried under
vacuum for one hour at 40 ◦C, and subsequently it was flushed with nitrogen for 5 min. Then, the vial
was closed by a septum. The C20P activator (0.075 g) and the other half portion of CPL (1.1 g) (mixture
B) were added in another glass vial, and then dried and flushed the same way as mixture A. Then, both
mixtures were heated to 110 ◦C to obtain low viscosity melts. Subsequently, mixture B was added
into mixture A through the septum with a preheated glass syringe. After quick homogenization, the
final mixture was immediately heated to the reaction temperature of 170 ◦C in a preheated aluminum
heating device. The polymerization was either quenched by cooling the reaction mixture immediately
with a cold water bath at predetermined reaction times, or the reaction vials were removed from the
heating device and were allowed to cool to room temperature in open air in a laboratory hood in
the non-quenched cases. The products were cooled by liquid nitrogen, and the cooled samples were
crushed to obtain powdery materials, which were then dried in vacuum at 40 ◦C until constant weight.

2.3. Measurements

The monomer conversion was determined gravimetrically. The crushed samples were stirred
in water at 95 ◦C overnight to extract the water soluble unreacted monomer and smaller oligomers,
and then filtered. The remaining water insoluble powdery solid polymer samples were dried
under vacuum at 40 ◦C until constant weight, and the measured weights provided the monomer
conversion values.

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) (also called size exclusion chromatography, SEC) of
the resulting Polyamide 6 samples was carried out with a chromatographic setup equipped with a
Waters 515 HPLC pump and Shodex HFIP-806M column (both from Waters Hungary Ltd., Budapest,
Hungary) and Agilent 1260 Infinity RI detector (Agilent Technologies Ltd., Craven Arms, UK).
2,2,2-Trifluorethanol (TFE) (Fluorochem Ltd., Hadfield, UK) was used as the eluent with added sodium
trifluoracetate salt (Sigma-Aldrich) with a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min at 40 ◦C. For calibration, narrow
molecular weight distribution poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) standards were used.

3. Results and Discussion

It is widely accepted that the anionic ring-opening polymerization (AROP) of ε-caprolactam
(CPL) initiated by the industrially used sodium caprolactamate initiator in conjunction with
carbamoylcaprolactam (CCPL) activators proceeds via rapid ring-opening and insertion of the
caprolactamate in the CCPL, as shown in Scheme 1. The resulting imide anion abstracts a proton from
a monomer by which a new, strongly nucleophilic caprolactamate anion is formed. Chain growth
occurs by repeating ring-opening and insertion in the carbamoylcaprolactam ring. This leads to the
formation of a highly reactive amide anion, where abstracting a proton from a monomer leads to a new
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caprolactamate anion. In the absence of chain breaking side reactions until the monomer is present,
repeating this process yields Polyamide 6 with well-defined average molecular weights determined by
the ratio of monomer to activator. It is well established that all the elementary processes of AROP
are reversible reactions including the polymerization–depolymerization equilibrium [7,9,13,33,41–43].
With hexamethylene-1,6-dicarbamoylcaprolactam (HDCC) as a bifunctional activator, the chains
grow in both directions. From technical point of views, systematic investigations on the fate of
polymer chains at high monomer conversions (i.e., under monomer starved conditions) and the effect of
post-polymerization heat, that is slow cooling of the resulting polymers, have not been reported thus far,
according to our knowledge. Both aspects are of paramount importance for the production of Polyamide
6 and end products, especially for products obtained by the in situ polymerization of CPL with T-RTM
and other injection molding techniques. Usually there is no capacity for quick quenching, which would
actually require additional equipment and extra production costs, not to mention the environmental
effects of cooling with water. In order to reveal the impact of post-polymerization, polymerizations of
CPL with and without quenching were carried out with an industrial sodium caprolactamate initiator
(C10) in conjunction with HDCC (C20P) at 170 ◦C for predetermined polymerization times.
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The monomer conversions at different reaction times are shown in Table 1. According to the
data, significant differences were observed for the monomer conversions between the quenched and
non-quenched samples in the first 2 min of CPL polymerizations. In the first 0.5 min, the monomer
conversions were 8.0% and 36.6% with and without quenching, respectively. At 1–2 min polymerization
times, 14.3% and 75.0%, and 74.6% and 85.5% conversions were reached with and without quenching,
respectively. This effect is well illustrated in Figure 1, which displays the monomer conversions as a
function of the reaction time for both the quenched and unquenched samples. It can be clearly seen that
remarkable differences exist in the first 2 min between the monomer conversions for samples with and
without quenching. This means that the post-polymerization heat provides sufficient conditions for
additional CPL polymerization as the reaction mixture slowly cools to room temperature. These results
corroborate the claims in the literature, according to which bulk polymerization of CPL with the
caprolactamate–carbamoylcaprolactam initiating systems can be carried out at temperatures above
about 120 ◦C. Consider the fact that usual T-RTM and other reaction injection molding (RIM) processes
for the preparation of Polyamide 6 products by in situ AROP of CPL are carried out at significantly higher
temperatures. The temperature range of cooling to reach low or zero polymerization rates is relatively
broad. This means that the polymerization active temperature and time window provide sufficient
conditions for polymerizations, even during the cooling of the products without quenching. At 3 min
or higher polymerization times, nearly quantitative monomer conversions can be reached independent
of quenching or non-quenching. These findings clearly indicate that the post-polymerization heat, that
is, slow cooling of Polyamide 6 objects, obtained via bulk (melt) in situ polymerization of CPL plays
a significant role in the extent of monomer conversion. This post-polymerization heat effect can be
taken into account in industrial Polyamide 6 production by optimizing the reaction time, and thus
save energy by reducing the polymerization time to a level that still allows high conversions via the
usually applied natural slow cooling of the products. Considering this effect in production processes
may even also increase the productivity.

Table 1. Reaction time, monomer conversion, number average molecular weight (Mn), and polydispersity
index (PDI = Mw/Mn) of Polyamide 6 samples obtained by bulk (melt) anionic ring-opening polymerization
of ε-caprolactam (CPL) with the C10-C20P initiating system with and without quenching (without
quenching is assigned by star (*); CPL/C10/C20 = 93.6/3.2/3.2 wt% 170 ◦C reaction temperature).

Sample
Number

Reaction
Time
(min)

Conversion
(%)

Mn·10−4

(g/mol)
PDI

1 0.5 8.0 0.4 1.44
2 0.5 * 36.6 3.6 1.28
3 1 14.3 1.9 1.27
4 1 * 75.0 5.5 1.39
5 2 74.6 5.7 1.40
6 2 * 85.5 10.4 2.49
7 3 98.6 9.6 1.89
8 3 * 94.2 12.9 2.93
9 4 99.8 10.2 2.32
10 4 * 96.7 16.6 3.78
11 5 99.9 12.8 3.66
12 5 * 98.0 14.4 3.50
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Figure 1. The conversion of ε-caprolactam in bulk (melt) AROP with and without quenching as a
function of polymerization time (CPL/C10/C20 = 93.6/3.2/3.2 wt%, 170 ◦C reaction temperature).

GPC curves of the resulting polymers obtained at different reaction times with and without
quenching are displayed in Figure 2. The monomer peak at ~28.7 mL of elution volume decreased and
simultaneously the polymer peaks appeared and increased at lower elution volumes with increasing
polymerization time. For non-quenched samples, with the exception of the polymer prepared with 5 min
reaction time, a small peak appeared at ~27.5 mL of elution volume in the GPC curves (i.e., between
the main polymer and monomer peaks (Figure 2)). This was assigned by Russo and coworkers [41,42]
to the formation of cycles by transamidation and backbiting between the polymer chains. Our findings
contradict their results to some extent, because these authors detected cyclics by GPC in the case of
quenched Polyamide 6 samples obtained by AROP of CPL [42]. In our case, the formation of cyclic
products was more pronounced in the course of slow cooling than for polymers prepared via the quick
quenching process. As to the main polymer peaks, these shifted to lower elution volumes (i.e., to higher
molecular weights) with increasing reaction time. In other words, the molecular weight increased with
increasing monomer conversions up to about 3 min polymerization, as the data indicate in Table 1.
These data also reveal that the Mn values were higher for the non-quenched samples than that for
the polymers prepared by quenching at the same polymerization times. Surprisingly, the molecular
weights increased with increasing reaction time even after reaching nearly quantitative conversions
(i.e., at 4 and 5 min). At the same time, the polydispersities also increased, indicating molecular weight
distribution (MWD) broadening.
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Figure 2. The Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) chromatograms of Polyamide 6 samples prepared
by bulk (melt) AROP of ε-caprolactam with different polymerization times with and without quenching
(without quenching is assigned by star (*); CPL/C10/C20 = 93.6/3.2/3.2 wt%, 170 ◦C reaction temperature).
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Plotting the average molecular weights and the polydispersity values (PDI = Mw/Mn) as a function
of polymerization time in Figure 3a,b, respectively, definitely revealed this tendency. As displayed in
Figure 3a, the Mn values were significantly higher for all the non-quenched polymers than that for the
quenched Polyamide 6 samples prepared with the same polymerization times. It can also be seen in
this figure that the average molecular weights increased with reaction time in both cases independent
of the quenching/non-quenching process. The polydispersities were nearly constant up to about 2 min
of polymerization time in the case of the quenched samples, then gradually increased, as shown in
Figure 3b and Table 1. In contrast, the Mw/Mn values were significantly higher in the cases of the
non-quenched samples than those for the quenched ones at polymerization times longer than 1 min,
and reached the same value at 5 min reaction times. These findings indicate that processes leading to
molecular weight increase and MWD broadening occur at polymerization times with high monomer
conversions during the melt anionic ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactam. These are in
accordance with the results of Russo et al. [42], who found molecular weight increase with increasing
polymerization time from 3 min to 10 min by carrying out CPL polymerization with a monofunctional
carbamoyl activator at 155 ◦C, but Mn and Mw/Mn data were not reported by these authors.
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Figure 3. The average molecular weights (Mn) (a) and the polydispersity index (PDI = Mw/Mn) (b) of
Polyamide 6 samples prepared by bulk (melt) AROP of ε-caprolactam with and without quenching as
a function of polymerization time (CPL/C10/C20 = 93.6/3.2/3.2 wt%, 170 ◦C reaction temperature).

The Mn and Mw/Mn versus monomer conversion plots in Figure 4a,b, respectively, corroborates
the conclusions presented above, and the correlations between these data and conversion affords
even more insight into the ongoing processes in the AROP of CPL. As shown in Figure 4a, the Mn of
the resulting Polyamide 6 increased linearly with monomer conversion up to about 80% conversion,
independent of whether the samples were obtained with or without quenching. Surprisingly, these data
fit very well with the theoretical straight line calculated by assuming quasiliving AROP of CPL with
initial rapid quantitative consumption of the activator for chain initiation and without any side reaction.
In such a case, the average molecular weight (Mn) of the polymer in the case of faster initiation than
propagation can be calculated by the following Equation (1):

Mn = MA + MCL · XP · C0/CA (1)

where MA, MCL, XP, C0, and CA stand for the molecular weight of the activator, the molecular
weight of the monomer, the monomer conversion, initial molar amount of the CPL monomer, and the
molar amount of the activator, respectively. This result is equivalent with the mechanism shown in
Scheme 1, according to which the AROP of CPL by the lactamate–carbamoylcaprolactam initiating
system proceeds without interruption until the monomer is present in the absence of side reactions.
Considering the fact that all elementary reactions of CPL polymerization displayed in this Scheme
are reversible reactions, such polymerization belongs to the class of quasiliving polymerizations as
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mentioned already by Russo et al. [42] and Hashimoto [43]. The term “living-reversible” polymerization
was also used for these polymerizations [42]. Indeed, polymerizations that proceed with equilibria
between polymer chains able to react with the monomer (propagating, living chains) and those that are
not reacting with the monomer (nonpropagating, nonliving chains) in the absence of permanent chain
breaking reactions such as irreversible termination and/or chain transfer are defined as quasiliving
polymerizations [44–46].
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Figure 4. The average molecular weights (Mn) (a) and the polydispersity index (PDI = Mw/Mn) (b) of
Polyamide 6 samples prepared by AROP of ε-caprolactam with and without quenching as a function of
monomer conversion (CPL/C10/C20 = 93.6/3.2/3.2 wt%, 170 ◦C reaction temperature).

In Figure 4a, it is eye-catching that the Mn values fell high above the theoretical line of quasiliving
CPL polymerization in the Mn versus conversion plot when the conversion exceeded 80%, especially
when it reached nearly 100%. This means that chain–chain coupling occurs at high conversions, that is,
under monomer starved conditions. The changes in the macromolecular structure are also reflected by
the increase of the polydispersity at high conversions, as shown in Figure 4b. As presented in this
figure, the Mw/Mn, independent of quenching or non-quenching, was relatively low and approximately
constant in the range of 1.3–1.4, up to about 80% monomer conversion. Close to 100% conversions,
high Mw/Mn values were observed up to close to 4, indicating significant chain–chain coupling at high
conversions in both the quenched and non-quenched samples.
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A closer look at the mechanism in Scheme 1 and the structure of the monomer and the polymer
chain, both with amide groups, evidently indicates that both the caprolactamate anion and the amide
anion in the polymer chain can abstract protons from any amide group in the polyamide chains.
These reactions, resulting in reactive in-chain amide anions, are depicted in Scheme 2. These processes
can obviously take place with much higher frequency in the absence of the monomer than in the
course of the polymerization at lower monomer conversions. This explains the occurrence of chain
branching at high monomer conversions. As already mentioned in previous publications [42,47,48],
the reaction of the in-chain amide anions with the CPL monomer or another polymer chain can lead
to acylation and transamidation, and thus to branching or even to crosslinking [47]. The possible
branching reactions are displayed in Scheme 3. As shown at the top of Scheme 3, branching may
occur by a reaction of the in-chain amide anion with the CPL monomer. However, because of the low
concentration of the monomer at high conversions, this reaction is expected to have a negligible role in
Polyamide 6 branching. Reaction of the amide anion with an amide linkage in another polymer chain
(second reaction in Scheme 3) may lead to a branched chain and another polymer with reactive amine
anion terminus, which can easily abstract a proton from an amide group of a monomer unit, and thus
form a new in-chain amide anion. When this reacts with the carbamoyl chain end, then in addition to
branching, either a caprolactamate anion can be formed (third reaction in Scheme 3), or ring-opening
with insertion occurs (fourth reaction in Scheme 3).

It has to be noted that in the presence of larger amounts of the CPL monomer, these branching
reactions are largely suppressed due to the much higher overall rate of the polymerization process
shown in Scheme 1, than that of the formation and reactions of the in-chain amide anions. Due to
the fact that from practical industrial point of views, ideally quantitative monomer conversions
are required, our findings should be taken into account in order to determine the optimal reaction
conditions and time for avoiding undesired branching and crosslinking, especially in T-RTM and RIM
processes utilizing in situ polymerization of ε-caprolactam.Processes 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW    10 of 14 
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4. Conclusions

In order to gain insights into the bulk (melt) AROP of ε-caprolactam (CPL) by a caprolactamate
initiator in conjunction with a carbamoylcaprolactam activator with and without quenching, systematic
polymerization reactions were carried out. It was found that high yields without any side products could
be achieved in short times (3–5 min) in this green polymerization process. Significant polymerization
occurs without quenching (i.e., by slow cooling of the reaction mixture due to the post-polymerization
heat). Analyzing the resulting polymers by GPC revealed that quasiliving polymerization of CPL took
place up to about 80% of monomer conversion independent of quenching or non-quenching. This is
followed by significant chain–chain coupling at high conversions, that is, under monomer starved
conditions. This is due to the reaction of the amide anions in the polymer chains with amide groups in
other polymer molecules. The gained results indicate that shorter reaction times than those usually
applied are sufficient to reach near to quantitative monomer conversions. This provides the possibility
of increasing both the productivity and energy saving efficiency in this green, solventless process.
It is also noteworthy, that in order to avoid branching and especially crosslinking after reaching high
monomer conversions, the shorter possible polymerization times are recommended. These findings
are substantial for designing and executing in situ CPL polymerizations, especially by thermoplastic
reaction transfer molding (T-RTM) and other reaction injection molding (RIM) techniques and processes
for the production of Polyamide 6 products such as composites, laminates, fibers, etc.
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